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Three years ago I wrote down a theorem which in the following I want to call the 
“Fundamental Theorem”. These notes report a cross section of further results which I have 
developed in the mean time. They clearly represent work in progress. 
 
 

A Introduction 

 

Traditional neo-classical economics has worked with the assumption that preferences of 

agents in the economy are fixed.  This assumption has always been disputed, and, indeed, in 

the social sciences outside of neoclassical economics the assumption has never been accepted 

by anyone. Modern economics, especially experimental economics, has raised additional 

doubts about the realism of this behavioural assumption.  

 

In this paper I do not want to discuss the empirical validity of this assumption in more detail. 

The purpose of the paper is a different one. I try to overcome a particular obstacle for the 

introduction of endogenously changing preferences into economic theory. The obstacle is the 

lack of an answer to the question: how can you do welfare economics, if preferences change 

endogenously? After all, preferences of individual agents are the basic measuring rod of 

economic welfare, of the performance generated in an economic system. How can we 

evaluate an economic system with a measuring rod that itself changes with the system? 

 

As in the 2005 paper1 I concentrate on a particular class of endogenously changing 

preferences, which I call adaptive preferences. Adaptive preferences are a form of preference 

formation so that baskets, which we consume in the actual state of the world, are more 

strongly preferred over other baskets than they would in a different state of the world, in 

which another basket is consumed. The following picture represents this idea. The red 

indifference curves represent preferences which have adapted to the actual consumption 

basket B. The blue indifference curves represent preferences which have adapted to the actual 
                                                 
1 C. Christian von Weizsaecker, The Welfare Economics of Adaptive Preferences, Preprints of the Max Planck 
Institute for Research on Collective Goods in Bonn, 2005/11. http://www.coll.mpg.de 
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consumption basket A. As I have drawn the indifference curves we see that with preferences 

adapted to A basket A is preferred over basket B, and with preferences adapted to B basket B 

is preferred over basket A. Provided, we have the task to decide between A and B, what can 

we do? If we start at A, with preferences adapted to A, it appears that B is inferior to this 

starting point. If we start at B, with preferences adapted to B, it appears that A is inferior to 

this starting point B. But then it appears that preferences induce a very conservative, status-

quo oriented policy, something which is not in the tradition of economics, which has a reform 

oriented tradition.   

 

 

 
 

 

 

But there is another possibility: gradual change. Could it be that, starting with preferences 

adapted to A, a gradual movement from A to B is seen as an improvement in each small step, 

because preferences gradually change along with the actual movement? And could it be that, 

starting with preferences adapted to B, a gradual improving movement from B to A does not 

exist? If this were the case we might see B to be in some sense superior to A, because, given 

B 

A
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the choice between A and B, in the long run we end up in B, even if we have A as a starting 

point with preferences adapted to A. 

 

This idea of gradualism is at the core of my attempt to incorporate endogenously changing 

tastes into a coherent welfare economics. I believe this to be an important task – and I do hope 

that others will join me in developing this theory. The central concept of the positive answer 

then is the concept of an improvement path, i.e. a path of small, gradual improvements. 

 

Let me take a policy example: health economics tries to find the best health care system. As 

economists we believe that the best health care system is nationally invariant, because 

individual demands on the system are basically the same throughout the world. But if you ask 

citizens of the UK whether they would want to change from the UK system to the German or 

the Swiss system then they want to stay with the UK system, despite of all their grievances 

with it. Similarly Germans refuse to switch to the UK system or to the Swiss system and the 

Swiss – in this case in national referendum – refused to switch to the German system, as they 

would refuse to switch to the UK system. Thus preferences, as expressed in opinion polls or 

in actual votes, have adapted to the prevailing system. But it could be, could it not, that small 

gradual changes of, say, the British system in the direction of the Swiss system would always 

be considered an improvement until the UK ends up with the Swiss system – but not vice 

versa. This might then indicate that the Swiss system is closer to the ideal system as searched 

for by health economists.  

 

I believe that adaptive preferences are a realistic description of human behaviour. It appears 

that the “anomalies” (i.e. deviations from “neoclassical” behaviour), which have been 

investigated in recent times are all consistent with the general idea of adaptive preferences. 

Moreover, sociobiological considerations make it also plausible that preferences are adaptive.   

 

 

B A simple model with two goods and one person  

 

Assume the utility function of this person to be γγ
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and 2x  are the two quantities consumed and 10 << g  is a weight parameter of the two goods, 

and 1>γ  is a substitution parameter of the two goods. γ
1  is the elasticity of substitution. 
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Given the prices of the two goods the ratio z in which the goods are consumed can be 

computed to be γ
1

1
p

g
gz
−

=  with 
1

2

p
pp = the price ratio of the two goods. Now I introduce 

the influence of past consumption on present tastes. In this simple model I can assume that the 

weight factor 
g

g
−1

is influenced by a weighted average q of the past values of z . We may 

write μaq
g

g
=

−1
, where 0>a is constant weight parameter of the two goods and μ  is a 

parameter, which indicates the strength of the influence of past consumption on present tastes. 

We assume 10 <≤ μ . The case 0=μ is the case of fixed preferences. The assumption 1<μ  

is related to the property of “adaptiveness” of tastes, as will become clear in the next chapter. 

So the demand function now reads γμ
1

paqz =  . 

 

Past consumption q is modelled as an exponentially weighted average of former levels of z . 

We then get the linear differential equation )( qzq −= α . Here 0>α is a “speed” parameter 

for the adaptation of tastes to any given level of consumption z . The solution of the 

differential equation then is  

∫+= −
t

t dzeqeq
0

0 ))(( ττα ατα  

We now ask: is there a long run demand function, if prices remain constant? The answer is 

yes. We can compute it by solving the differential equation keeping p  constant and by 

looking at the limit as time goes to infinity, or by observing that constant prices in the long 

run will lead to a situation of constant quantities, hence a constant level of z , which again 

implies that the weighted average of past consumption converges to the actual level of 

consumption. Thus a stationary level of z and q will be characterised by zq = . Using this 

equation for the computation of the long run value of z by means of the demand function 

yields the equation 

γμγμ
11

pazpaqz == from which follows )1(
1

1
1

μγμ −−= paz  

The long run demand function thus is of a similar kind as the short run demand function; but 

the elasticity of substitution is higher than in the short run case. Thus, for example, if the short 

run elasticity of substitution is one half (corresponding to 2=γ ) and the influence parameter 

μ of past consumption is also one half, then the long run elasticity of substitution is equal to 
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1, which corresponds to a logarithmic utility function. Indeed, in this specific model the long 

run demand function always has the property that there exists a utility function which would 

generate the long run demand function. So the question arises: what is the economic 

interpretation of this long run utility function?  

 

The answer is given by the Fundamental Theorem, which I discuss in the next section. Its 

precise wording and its mathematical proof are in the 2005 paper.  

 

C The Fundamental Theorem 

 

The Fundamental Theorem essentially says the following: Under certain convexity and 

continuity assumptions and under the assumption that there exists a long run demand function 

we can show: provided that improvement paths are non-circular, the long run demand 

function satisfies the strong axiom of revealed preference. The corresponding “utility 

function” )(xV  derived from the long run demand function has the following economic 

interpretation: If and only if  )()( 01 xVxV >  then there exists an improvement path starting at 

0x  with preferences adapted to 0x which ends in finite time at 1x . In other words: the concept 

of improvement paths allows us to give the commodity space a complete pre-ordering, a 

complete fixed quasi preference ordering. Basket B being “preferred” over a basket A has the 

meaning that B is superior to A in terms of improvement paths.  

 

This then is the basic positive answer to the question asked in the Introduction: Could it be 

that, starting with preferences adapted to A, a gradual movement from A to B is seen as an 

improvement in each small step, because preferences gradually change along with the actual 

movement? And could it be that, starting with preferences adapted to B, a gradual improving 

movement from B to A does not exist?  

 

We can understand that a complete pre-ordering according to improvement paths requires 

perfect divisibility of goods. If “utility” V at B is just slightly above “utility” V at A and if the 

composition of basket B is quite different from the composition of basket A then it may only 

be possible to move from A to B in very small improvement steps; and it may take a very long 

time. If the goods are not perfectly divisible it may not be possible to move in sufficiently 

small steps, and thus the theorem breaks down.  
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Now, concerning adaptive preferences,  the Corollary of the Fundamental Theorem, as written 

down in the 2005 paper, says the following:  the indifference surface going through a point 0x  

with preferences adapted to 0x  lies “above” the indifference surface through 0x corresponding 

to “long run preferences.” This property justifies the description “adaptive preferences”. It 

then means that the reaction of "compensated demand" in the long run with changing 

preferences is stronger than reaction in the short run with preferences prevailing at that time. 

Adaptation of preferences helps the consumer to react more elastically on price changes than 

the reaction under given preferences. Or, we can express the same thing the other way round: 

adaptation of preferences means resistance to change.  

 

I want to stress that my approach is fundamentally different from the approach taken by Gary 

Becker and others. They speak of “meta- preferences” which then are assumed to be fixed. If 

these meta- preferences generate a complete pre-ordering over all possible preferences, then 

this is really again fixed preferences in disguise. My only concession to “meta- preferences” is 

the improvement axiom (as precisely formulated in my 2005 paper): Given that the two paths 

start with the same preferences and the same initial consumption basket the person prefers to 

go the improvement path rather than the stationary path, knowing that on the two paths he or 

she will become “two different persons” in terms of preferences. But I do not have to assume 

that the person knows which person he/she will be in the future, if he/she takes the 

improvement path.  

 

For further reference it is useful to note that typically we can find a circular improvement 

path, if initial preferences are not adapted to the initial consumption basket. Indeed, let 

)( pFx = be long run demand, given price vector p. Assume that at the beginning of the 

improvement path preferences q are not adapted to x . So let xqpfz ≠= );( . Thus, with 

prices p, initial demand is different from long run demand. Now we construct the following 

improvement path. It starts at x . So xx =)0( . For t>0 we then define ))(;()( tqpftx ε+= . 

Thus, the path is a constant budget path, hence for t>0 it is weakly improving. Here we define 

0>ε as a vector with the same positive value of  ε  in each component. Due to continuity of 

preferences we can find 0>ε  sufficiently small so that the jump from x to 

))0(;()( qpftx ε+=  is a utility improving jump. If we let x(t) crawl along for a sufficient 

time and if ε  is sufficiently small we come close to x , but below x , so that 
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))(;())();(( tqxUtqtxU < . Then we can make a utility increasing jump to x and thus have 

constructed a circular improvement path.  

 

 

 

 

D The Concept of Preferences 

 

Once we see that welfare economics remains a possibility without the assumption of fixed 

preferences, we can ask ourselves again the old question: what is the meaning of the concept 

of preferences? These days we observe that neurobiology catches the attention of the public. 

We understand more than in the past, how our brain works and how our actions and emotions 

are related to the electric currents going on all the time in our brain. Even economists have 

started to do “neuro-economics”. In a sense, people are then looked at like machines. If the 

research program of this mechanical, scientific way of looking at humans is successful to the 

end, we can abandon the concept of “preferences”. And on its way it is a task of this research 

programme to minimise the degree to which one has to refer to “preferences” as an 

explanation of human behaviour.  Explaining behaviour by reference to preferences in this 

programme is an admission of a lack of knowledge about the real causes for the observed 

behaviour. The baby wants to drink from the breast of his mother – not because he prefers 

doing so rather than not doing so, but because he is hungry.  

 

But beyond the scientific programme of explaining human behaviour, economics always had 

another function which we may call “social philosophy” or more specifically: understanding, 

how a society of free people works, could work and should work. In this research programme 

freedom of will is not in doubt, but rather assumed to exist, in order to understand the concept 

of freedom in a society. In this programme we ask the question: how is freedom possible, how 

can freedom of people in society be maximised? Here then we may define: freedom of action 

in a society is a situation, in which the agent does not have to justify to society, what he or she 

is doing. To the extent that society or government forces an agent to justify his/her actions, 

these actions are no longer free actions. As an example: free elections are characterised by the 

fact that the votes of the voters count independent of whether the agent (= the voter) can give 

a good reason or any reason for voting as he/she did. The secret ballot serves the very 

function of separating the vote from a need to justify the choice taken by the voter.  
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The way economists or social philosophers model free actions (i.e. actions which do not have 

to be justified) is by reference to the preferences of the agent. But then, maximisation of 

freedom means maximisation of the influence of preferences on the social outcome of actions. 

Social  Choice as a field of economics arose precisely for the reason that economists were 

shocked by Arrow´s impossibility theorem. But this theorem only holds, if we want to have a 

very wide array of possible preferences of society members. It is known that by limiting the 

set of possible preferences we can get “possibility theorems”, like the one by Black on single 

peakedness of preferences.  

 

Here I do not want to speculate on the limits of maximisation of the influence of preferences 

on the social outcome, or for that matter, on the limits of individual freedom. Obviously there 

are limits. There exists the problem of “compossibility” of freedoms or of “compossibility” of 

individual rights, or of “compossibility” of individual consumption baskets. (Cf. Steiner, H. 

(1977) “The structure of a set of compossible rights” in Journal of Philosophy 74, S. 767-

775). Thus, constraints of actions have to be taken into account, if we want to understand a 

free society. But it would be a mistake to explain everything by constraints, as for example 

long ago Becker and Stigler announced as their research principle. (Becker&Stigler, De 

gustibus non est disputandum, AER 1977). This latter research strategy corresponds to the 

modern mechanistic research program of neuro-economics, which essentially has no place for 

the concept of freedom.  

 

Thus there are two (or more?) legitimate research programmes in economics: 1. The scientific 

research programme, which tries to explain human behaviour, and which hopes eventually to 

disband the concept of preferences. And  2. The search for improvement in a society of free 

men and women, which would want to give preferences a central place in its models of social 

life.  

 

But the more you invoke preferences as a cause of outcomes, the greater the role of 

preferences is in your approach, the more you need to accept that preferences are not fixed, 

but are endogenously determined. Thus, I hope that my contribution here is a step forward in 

this second research programme, as it liberates it from the constraint to assume that 

preferences are fixed.  
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E An Almost Converse Theorem 

 

The Fundamental Theorem derives the Strong Axiom of the long run demand function from 

the non-circularity of improvement paths. Its Corollary derives adaptive preferences from 

non-circularity of improvement paths. With a slight additional assumption it is easy to prove a 

converse theorem: The Strong Axiom of the long run demand function and adaptive 

preferences imply non-circularity of improvement paths. To understand that the additional 

assumption is not very restrictive we have to do an adjustment of the utility function, which 

can be done without loss of generality. Before we do this I introduce an additional element of 

notation. We have defined preferences adapted to any given basket x as those preferences 

which are the convergence point in preferences space, if x is consumed constantly through 

time. It is, in the notation of the 2005 paper, Qx
α
1 . So I now define )(xq  to mean these 

adapted preferences. Thus Qxxq
α
1)( ≡ .  

 

The utility function );( qxU is an ordinal utility function and thus – for any given q - can be 

modified by means of a monotonic transformation in the n-dimensional space of consumption 

baskets x . For any given x  we can transform );( qxU  so that { }xzzVMinqxU q)(:)();( == , if 

)(xV exists, due to the Strong Axiom. In words: we define );( qxU to be the lowest value of  

)(xV  within the set of baskets that are indifferent to x, given preferences q. Evidently this 

construction is a utility function representing the underlying preferences. Now we observe 

that obviously )();( xVqxU ≤ . Moreover, the assumption of adaptive preferences implies: If 

))(;())(;( xqxUxqzU =  then )()( xVzV ≥ . Thus )())(;( xVxqxU =  and therefore 

))(;();( xqxUqxU ≤ . The function );( qxU , for given x, seen as a function of q, obtains its 

maximum at )(xqq = .  

This observation encourages me to make the following 

Single Peakedness Assumption: 0))(( ≥
∂
∂

−
q
Uqxqα .  

Note that, if x is kept constant through time then 

q
Uqxq

q
UqQx

dt
dq

q
U

dt
dU

∂
∂

−=
∂
∂

−=
∂
∂

= ))(()( αα . So the Single Peakedness Assumption 

means that for a constant value of x the path of preference adaptation leads utility U to higher 

values up to its maximum – without any valleys to be crossed in between. For U there is just 
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one single slope. There are no other local maxima on the path to the global maximum. Typical 

parametrisations of the space of preferences have this single peakedness property. For an 

improvement path we then can compute  

q
UqxqUqQx

q
UU

dt
dq

q
U

dt
dx

x
U

dt
dU

∂
∂

−+=−
∂
∂

+=
∂
∂

+
∂
∂

= ))((ˆ)(ˆ αα  

The second term of the expression on the right hand side is non-negative due to the single 

peakedness assumption; and the first term Û is non-negative, because we look at an 

improvement path. So we have 0≥
dt
dU . Moreover at the end – by the definition of an 

improvement path – we have a positive jump of U. Hence at the end of the improvement path, 

at time T, we have  

)())(,())();(( 000 xVxqxUTqTxU =>  

 

Moreover ))();(())(( TqTxUTxV ≥ , hence )())(( 0xVTxV > , which shows that 0)( xTx ≠ . 

Thus we have shown that an improvement path starting from a point 0x with preferences 

adapted to 0x is non-circular. 

 

The Almost Converse Theorem is useful for the welfare economics of adaptive preferences. If 

we work with more special assumptions, say, in a partial equilibrium setting of cost benefit 

analysis, then it is frequently quite easy to show that the long run demand function satisfies 

the Strong Axiom. The Almost Converse Theorem then helps to show that improvement paths 

are non-circular. 

 

Also the Almost Converse Theorem will be used in section H below. 

 

F Interpersonal Influences on Tastes and the Bergson Welfare Function 

 

In Section C of the 2005 paper I showed that it is easy to generalize the Fundamental 

Theorem to the case in which the consumption of others influences any given person’s tastes. 

We define: 

 

Definition: An improvement path for the economy is a path such that each person experiences 

a weak improvement path and at least one person experiences an improvement path. 
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With fixed preferences Bergson defined a welfare function in commodity space as an ordinal 

utility function which represents the preferences of each individual and has a particular 

“anchor” distribution of goods among people to specify the reference level of utility for each 

individual. Given this definition of a Bergson Welfare function in commodity space I show in 

the 2005 paper that under assumptions in the multi- person case, which correspond to those of 

the single person Fundamental Theorem, non-circularity of improvement paths implies the 

existence of a consistent Bergson Welfare Function corresponding to the “quasi” preferences 

of individual long run demand. Moreover this long run Bergson Welfare Function tells us 

which points can be reached from which points by means of an improvement path. Thus the 

concept of a Bergson Welfare Function can be carried over to the case of adaptive 

preferences.  

 

As I wrote in the 2005 paper, the improvement axiom is a more restrictive axiom in the multi-

person case, because it excludes many forms of envy among people.  

 

I so far have not been able to deal with Samuelson Social Welfare Functions in a framework 

of adaptive preferences. But I believe further research will also make this possible.  

 

G Efficiency of Walras Equlibrium 

 

The First Welfare Theorem with fixed preferences tells us that a Walras Equlibrium is Pareto- 

optimal. With adaptive preferences we first have to give a definition of efficiency in analogy 

to the concept of Pareto-Efficiency or Pareto-Optimality. I propose the following  

 

Definition: An allocation x in a multi- person economy is efficient, if with preferences 

initially adapted to x there exists no feasible improvement path in the economy, which starts 

from x.   

 

I carry over the notation of adapted preferences introduced in Section E above. In preference 

space )(xq are the preferences adapted to allocation x.  

 

Note that the definition of efficiency requires that preferences are adapted to the allocation. 

As I have shown at the end of Section C above, unless preferences are adapted to the initial 

consumption basket it is easy to find an improvement path which again ends at the initial 
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basket, i.e. we can find a circular improvement path. We clearly do not want to associate the 

concept of efficiency with circular improvement paths. Thus, the definition of efficiency only 

refers to improvement paths with initial preferences which are adapted to the initial 

consumption basket.  

 

Note that this definition of efficiency is a generalisation of Pareto-optimality as used in the 

case of fixed preferences. Indeed, assume that preferences are fixed and allocation x is Pareto-

optimal. Then there exists no feasible improvement path. For, along an improvement path we 

see Pareto improvements. Thus, if a feasible improvement path would exist, starting from x, 

the initial point x would not be Pareto-optimal. On the other hand, assume that x is efficient in 

the sense defined above. Then, if it were not Pareto optimal, we could change x by a jump to 

some feasible x′  by means of a Pareto improvement. But this jump then would be a feasible 

improvement path, thus contradicting the assumption that it is efficient in the sense defined 

above.  

 

But we should note the following: if with endogenous preferences we have an allocation x, 

which is Pareto-optimal for the prevailing preferences, but those preferences are not adapted 

to x, then our definition of efficiency does not apply. And, indeed, it is very likely that a 

feasible improvement path exists. For example in a one person economy with two goods 

which can be produced at a constant cost ratio we basically are back in the model of a 

household with a fixed straight line budget discussed earlier. And there, of course, a 

movement along the budget line is a weak improvement path, which by minute, feasible 

modifications can be made into an improvement path. Thus, Pareto-optimality with unadapted 

preferences does not imply efficiency in the sense defined above.   

 

 

Let H be the set of feasible allocations in the space of sums of consumption baskets of the m 

persons in the economy, i.e. in a space of dimension n. We assume H to remain constant over 

time. We assume further that H is convex. Let x̂ be a Walras General Equilibrium with tastes 

initially adapted to x̂ , i.e. )ˆ(xqq = . Such a Walras General Equlibrium we call a Long Run 

Walras Equlibrium. We now show 

 

Theorem 1: x̂  is efficient. Proof: Let p be the equilibrium prices of the Long Run Walras 

Equilibrium. Then we know from traditional General Equilibrium theory that x̂  maximises 
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px over the domain of feasible allocations. That is pxxp ≥ˆ for all Hx∈ . Let )ˆ(xA be the set 

of vectors which can be reached from x̂ by an improvement path with initial preferences 

adapted to x̂ . We know from the Fundamental Theorem, as applied to the Bergson Welfare 

Function corresponding to the Long Run Walras Equilibrium x̂ , that )ˆ()ˆ( xBxA = , where 

)ˆ(xB is the set of baskets with a long run (Bergson-) Welfare )ˆ()( xWxW > . Then traditional 

theory tells us that xppx ˆ>  for )ˆ(xBx∈ . Thus )ˆ(xAH ∩ is empty, which finishes the proof.   

 

In a similar way the Fundamental Theorem allows us also to prove the second welfare 

theorem.  

 

Theorem 2: Let x̂  be an efficient allocation. Then we can construct a Walras equilibrium with 

preferences adapted to x̂  which generates x̂  as the allocation of the Walras equilibrium. 

Proof skipped. 

 

We can also study Short Run Walras Equlibria. Assume that at a given time certain 

preferences prevail and that initial endowments are defined as in the traditional General 

Equlilibrium theory. We then may have a Walras equilibrium. Under certain conditions, 

which are similar to the conditions of the Fundamental Theorem the Short Run Walras 

Equlibrium is unique and thus determines the consumption vector. We then can ask: what 

happens through time? The answer, under certain assumptions, is: the economy converges 

towards a Long Run Walras Equilibrium and thus towards efficiency in the sense defined 

here.  

 

H Long run demand may depend on initial preferences 

 

In this section I want to present some thoughts about a generalisation of my results which I 

consider to be important from an empirical as well as from a "philosophical" perspective. The 

Fundamental Theorem of the 2005 paper assumes that long run demand for a given budget 

constraint converges to a unique point, which is independent of the initial preferences. This 

assumption may not be empirically valid. We may find cases in which long run demand does 

depend on initial preferences. Indeed, I believe that multiplicity of convergence points of 

demand opens a very important area for further research.  
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Technically speaking, the following analysis is restricted to the two- dimensional commodity 

space. But I am optimistic that the results can be generalised. The mathematics involved is 

different form the (rather straightforward) mathematics used in the proof of the Fundamental 

Theorem. I now have to work with differential equations. In the case of the two-dimensional 

space I can limit myself to simple differential equations. In the case of three or higher 

dimensional spaces I would have to work with partial differential equations.  

 

I then work with two commodities, but without Assumption 3 of the Fundamental theorem. 

For any given price vector (budget always assumed to be equal to unity), long run demand 

may depend on initial preferences. Moreover, only for simplicity of presentation, I assume 

that the differential equation describing the law of motion of preferences is given by the 

following (a special case of the law of motion on page 7 of the 2005 paper): 

)( qxq
dt
dq

−=≡ α , where 0>α   is a real number above zero 

Here the space of preference parameters q is the same as the two-dimensional commodity 

space. Indeed, q is an exponentially weighted average of past consumption baskets. The 

adapted preferences discussed in section E then are simply represented by the consumption 

basket itself: We have 

xxq =)(  

Furthermore, for simplicity of presentation, I assume (beyond Assumption 1 of the 

Fundamental Theorem) that for any preferences q there exists an inverse demand function. 

Thus we have a function, (an inverse demand function) 

);();(1 qxgqxfp ≡= −  

(without the assumption of an inverse demand function, but existence of a direct demand 

function the analysis still goes through, but I would have to work in price space rather than 

quantity space, which is less intuitive for the reader). I assume the inverse demand function to 

be continuous.  

 

We then can define the "long run inverse demand function"  

);())(;()( xxgxqxgxGp =≡=  

Thus, for any basket x  the long run inverse demand function gives us a price vector 

)(xGp = . Moreover, because the function g is continuous, so is the functionG . The 
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function ))(),(()( 21 xGxGxG = , of course, is a two-dimensional vector function defining the 

two prices corresponding to the basket x . 

 

Now, I construct a set of "indifference curves" corresponding to the long run demand 

function. We use the well known property of indifference curves in neoclassical economics, 

which is Gossen´s Second Law: the slope of the indifference curve is equal to the price ratio 

of the inverse demand function: From this we derive a differential equation for the set of 

indifference curves corresponding to the long run inverse demand function G . We have 

)(
)(

)(
)(

2

1

2

1

1

2

xp
xp

xG
xG

dx
dx

≡−=  

From this differential equation we can derive a set of non-overlapping curves, which we then 

call "quasi-indifference curves". They correspond to the long run demand behaviour of the 

consumer.  

 

It may now happen that these indifference curves do not have the nice convex curvature we 

are used to. Indeed the following picture may come out.  
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I have drawn a red and a green indifference curve, the red one being above the green one. I 

have also drawn a budget line in black. As we can see, the green one touches the budget line 

from above at the point A, but then, further north-west, it crosses the budget line and then is 

below the budget line. The red quasi-indifference curve touches the budget line at point B and 

otherwise is above the budget line.  

 

Let us have a closer look at point A. We could have drawn an indifference curve 

corresponding to the preferences )(Aq  adapted to point A. Assuming adaptive preferences, 

the short run indifference curve is above the green quasi- indifference curve and it is, of 

A

B

B* 
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course, convex due to Assumption 1, the existence of a direct demand function. Thus, all 

points preferred to A according to the adapted preferences are above the budget line. In this 

sense the consumer has maximised utility subject to the budget constraint.  

 

We then also observe that long run demand is no longer independent of the initial preferences. 

Indeed, had the initial preferences been adapted to point A, this point then is also the long run 

demand point. Had, on the other hand, initial preferences been adapted to point B then point B 

would be the long run demand. Thus long run demand may depend on the initial preferences. 

Long run demand thus is "path dependent", to use a modern expression.  

 

If we make the additional "single-peakedness assumption" we know that under adaptive 

preferences improvement paths are non-circular. Moreover – without showing it here – I can 

extend the Fundamental Theorem also to this set-up in the following sense: If B is on a higher 

quasi-indifference curve than A then there exists an improvement path, starting at A with 

preferences adapted to A and ending in finite time at B. (The proof is somewhat lengthy. The 

"economic" idea behind the proof is a generalisation of the concept of revealed preference, 

using nonlinear budget constraints). 

 

Thus, in particular, although, in the graph above, point A is a stable point of long-run demand, 

it is theoretically possible to change things by moving on an improvement path from A to a 

point B* slightly below B, but above the green quasi-indifference curve. This improvement 

path initially will have to move above the budget constraint, but ends below the budget 

constraint, leaving resources unconsumed which can be used to "repay" the initial 

consumption above the budget constraint (at a sufficiently low market rate of interest). .  

 

I Economic Meaning of the preceding section 

 

In Section H I have developed a formal structure where, for a given budget constraint, long 

run demand does not necessarily to the "best" point in the following sense. If we admit for 

certain possibilities of inter-temporal substitution, there may exist a feasible improvement 

path from the long run demand point. Thus, in this sense, demand does not reach the "best" 

utilisation of resources.  

 

I can think of many applications of this idea. Here I only refer to three of them. 
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Addiction or generally lack of will-power. On the level of the individual "sub-rational" 

behaviour may lead a person into a corner where he or she is unable to get out of it, although 

he or she is somewhat aware that this is not an optimum. Addiction may be one example. 

Traditionally many economists have answered that drug addiction is rational behaviour, and 

nothing need to be done about it. More recently many economists have acknowledged sub-

rational behaviour. They then have tried to use neuro-economics to distinguish between cases 

in which people should be left alone, and cases – like addiction – in which a paternalistic 

government should intervene for the good of the people involved, essentially limiting their 

freedom of action "for their own good". Both proposals are unsatisfactory. The first one, 

because it denies sub-rational behaviour, which according to common sense, does exist. The 

second one is problematic, because it opens up alleys of authoritarian intervention into the 

freedom of action, which could undermine a political system of individual freedom. My 

approach avoids the Scylla of denying sub-rational behaviour and the Charybdis of 

paternalism. Perhaps it is "weak paternalism", but it does not restrict the individual's freedom 

of action. The government offers the individual an inter- temporal trade-off which in the end 

does not cost taxpayer's money.   Obviously, it needn't be the government to step in here. It 

could be a charity or even a profit oriented firm. Large parts of education may be modelled 

using this approach.  

 

Advertising. Economists for a long time had an ambivalent attitude towards advertising. It has 

been interpreted as "informative" and hence "good" or as "seductive" and therefore "bad". But 

it has always been difficult to draw a clear line between these two kinds of advertising. I 

suggest that such a line can be drawn, using my approach of adaptive preferences with path 

dependence, as outlined in Section H. Indeed, what could happen, is that a firm selling 

product 1 (depicted on the horizontal axis) is able to shift preferences from a point where 

demand would converge to B to another point where demand converges to A. This then may 

be a form of advertising which has effects that cannot be simply subsumed under 

"informative" advertising. On the other hand, advertising which shifts preferences the other 

way, or advertising which influences demand but does not shift log run demand from one 

convergence point to another one may be considered appropriate.  

 

Collective Decisions. My approach may also be used for collective decision making, say, 

democratic decision making by majority rule. Resistance to change, political sclerosis is one 
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of the dominant phenomena in modern politics (perhaps has always been throughout history). 

Economists have tended to criticise political decision making for this. My approach could be 

used to understand collective decision making better and also to show, why we cannot hope to 

obtain a global optimum in politics. We may be stuck with an equilibrium which – perhaps – 

is locally optimal under preferences adapted to this equilibrium, but which theoretically could 

be improved, although this practically not feasible. 

 

 

 


